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Sweetness and Power
1986-08-05

a fascinating persuasive history of how sugar has shaped the world from european
colonies to our modern diets in this eye opening study sidney mintz shows how
europeans and americans transformed sugar from a rare foreign luxury to a
commonplace necessity of modern life and how it changed the history of capitalism
and industry he discusses the production and consumption of sugar and reveals how
closely interwoven are sugar s origins as a slave crop grown in europe s tropical
colonies with is use first as an extravagant luxury for the aristocracy then as a staple
of the diet of the new industrial proletariat finally he considers how sugar has altered
work patterns eating habits and our diet in modern times like sugar mintz is
persuasive and his detailed history is a real treat san francisco chronicle

The Sidney Anecdotes: Selected from History,
Ancient and Modern and Other Authentic Sources
1830

in 1857 all of the arts students at the university of sydney could fit into a single
photograph now there are more than one million university students in australia after
world war ii australian universities became less elite but more important growing
from six small institutions educating less than 0 2 per cent of the population to a
system enrolling over a quarter of high school graduates and yet universities today
are plagued with ingrained problems more than 50 per cent of the cost of universities
goes to just running them they now have an explicit commercial focus they compete
bitterly for students and funding an issue sharply underlined by the latest federal
budget scholars rarely feel their vice chancellors represent them and within their
own ranks academics squabble for scraps knowing australia is a perceptive clear
eyed account of australian universities recounting their history from the 1850s to the
present investigating the changing nature of higher education it asks whether this
success is likely to continue in the 21st century as the university s hold over
knowledge grows ever more tenuous

SIDNEY ANECDOTES
2016-08-28

an in depth study of early modern women s modesty rhetoric from the english
reformation to the restoration this book provides new readings of modesty s gendered
deployment in the works of anne askew katharine parr mary sidney aemilia lanyer
and anne bradstreet
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The Sidney Anecdotes
1830

first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

“The” Modern History of England
1829

few families have contributed as much to english history and literature indeed to the
arts generally as the sidney family this two volume ashgate research companion
assesses the current state of scholarship on family members and their impact as
historical and literary figures in the period 1500 1700 volume 1 lives begins with an
overview of the sidneys and politics providing some links to court events
entertainments literature and patronage the volume gives biographies to prominent
high profile sidney women and men as well as sections assessing the influence of the
family in the areas of the english court international politics patronage religion public
entertainment the visual arts and music the focus of the second volume is the literary
contributions of sir philip sidney mary sidney herbert countess of pembroke lady
mary wroth robert sidney earl of leicester and william herbert earl of pembroke

A History of the Modern Australian University
2014-10-01

this collection of writings from haitian anthropologist michel rolph trouillot includes
his most famous lesser known and hard to find writings that demonstrate his
enduring importance to caribbean studies anthropology history postcolonial studies
and politically engaged scholarship more broadly

Modern history
1910

first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Early Modern Women's Writing and the Rhetoric of
Modesty
2012-04-02

this book completes the study of the life and political thought of algernon sidney 1623
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1683 which began with algernon sidney and the english republic 1623 1677 1988 in
the process it offers a reinterpretation of the major political crisis of charles ii s reign
and of its european and seventeenth century contexts like its predecessor the book
spans the disciplines of intellectual and political history its twin focus is the last six
years of sidney s life which culminated in the famous public drama of his trial and
execution for treason in 1683 and in his major political work the discourses
concerning government which was used as evidence against him at the trial this
intertwining of events and ideas calls for an examination of the relationship between
the practical and intellectual aspects of the crisis of 1678 1683 in general

A History of Psychology
2014-03-18

a detailed study of the first two anglo dutch wars and the ideological contexts in
which they were fought

The Ashgate Research Companion to The Sidneys,
1500–1700
2017-03-16

brings together broadly synthetic essays of interpretation that illuminate both the
rethinking of history and paradigm that has taken place within the fields of african
and latin american history and the resonances between these fields three of the essay
have previously been published in scholarly journals three essays and a postscript
were written expressly for this volume paper edition unseen 15 95 annotation
copyright by book news inc portland or

Trouillot Remixed
2021-09-27

andrew hiscock locates shakespeare s history plays within debates over the status
and function of violence in a nation s culture

A History of Psychology
2015-03-04

to understand the past and especially our own times arguably no story is as essential
to get right as the history of capitalism nearly all of our theories about promoting
progress come from how we interpret the economic changes of the last 500 years this
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past decade s crises continue to remind us just how much capitalism changes even as
basic features like wage labor financial markets private property and entrepreneurs
endure while capitalism has a global history the united states plays a special role in
that story american capitalism a reader will help you to understand how the united
states became the world s leading economic power while revealing essential lessons
about what has been and what will be possible in capitalism s ongoing revolution
combining a wealth of essential readings introductions by professors baptist and
hyman and questions to help guide readers through the materials and broader subject
this course reader will prepare students to think critically about the history of
capitalism in america

Algernon Sidney and the Restoration Crisis,
1677-1683
1991-10-10

celebrations of literary fictions as autonomous worlds appeared first in the
renaissance and were occasioned paradoxically by their power to remedy the ills of
history robert e stillman explores this paradox in relation to philip sidney s defence of
poesy the first renaissance text to argue for the preeminence of poetry as an
autonomous form of knowledge in the public domain offering a fresh interpretation of
sidney s celebration of fiction making stillman locates the origins of his poetics inside
a neglected historical community the intellectual elite associated with philip
melanchthon leader of the german reformation after luther the so called philippists as
a challenge to traditional anglo centric scholarship his study demonstrates how
sidney s education by continental philippists enabled him to dignify fiction making as
a compelling form of public discourse compelling because of its promotion of
powerful new concepts about reading and writing its ecumenical piety and its
political ambition to secure through natural law from universal ideas freedom from
the tyranny of confessional warfare intellectually ambitious and wide ranging this
study draws together various elements of contemporary scholarship in literary
religious and political history in order to afford a broader understanding of the
defence and the cultural context inside which sidney produced both his poetry and his
poetics

Protestantism and Patriotism
2002-05-09

presented in two volumes this ashgate research companion assesses the current state
of scholarship on members of the sidney family and their impact as historical and or
literary figures in the period 1500 1700 volume 2 literature begins with an
exploration of the sidneys books and manuscripts and how they circulated followed by
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an overview of the contributions of select family members in the genres of romance
drama poetry psalms and prose these essays outline major controversies and areas
for further research as well as conducting literary analysis

Confronting Historical Paradigms
1993

the oxford history of poetry in english is designed to offer a fresh multi voiced and
comprehensive analysis of poetry from anglo saxon culture through contemporary
british irish american and global culture including english scottish and welsh poetry
anglo american colonial and post colonial poetry and poetry in canada australia new
zealand the caribbean india africa asia and other international locales the series both
synthesises existing scholarship and presents cutting edge research employing a
global team of expert contributors for each of the volumes sixteenth century british
poetry features a history of the birth moment of modern english poetry in greater
detail than previous studies it examines the literary transitions institutional contexts
artistic practices and literary genres within which poets compose their works each
chapter combines an orientation to its topic and a contribution to the field specifically
the volume introduces a narrative about the advent of modern english poetry from
skelton to spenser attending to the events that underwrite the poets achievements
humanism reformation monarchism and republicanism colonization print and
manuscript theatre science and companionate marriage featured are metre and form
figuration and allusiveness and literary career as well as a wide range of poets from
wyatt surrey and isabella whitney to ralegh drayton and mary herbert major works
discussed include sidney s astrophil and stella spenser s faerie queene marlowe s
hero and leander and shakespeare s sonnets

Shakespeare, Violence and Early Modern Europe
2022-02-17

1857 58 includes triennial register of alumni

American Capitalism
2017-05-23

simon malpas investigates the theories and definitions of postmodernism and
postmodernity and explores their impact in such areas as identity history art
literature and culture in attempting to map the different forms of the postmodern and
the contrasting experiences of postmodernity in the western and developing worlds
he looks closely at modernism and postmodernism modernity and postmodernity
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subjectivity history politics this useful guidebook will introduce students to a range of
key thinkers who have sought to question the contemporary situation and will enable
readers to begin to approach the primary texts of postmodern theory and culture with
confidence

Philip Sidney and the Poetics of Renaissance
Cosmopolitanism
2016-04-22

a comprehensive account of how german and american historians after world war ii
tackled the question of the roots of national socialism history after hitler traces the
development of a transatlantic scholarly community as a key part of the intellectual
history of the federal republic and of cold war german american relations

The Ashgate Research Companion to The Sidneys,
1500–1700
2015-08-28

first published in 1992 this book examines the intellectual confrontation between
priest and freethinker from 1660 to 1730 and the origins of the early phase of the
enlightenment in england through an analysis of the practice of historical writing in
the period champion maintains that historical argument was a central component for
displaying defences of true religion taking religion and specifically defences of the
church of england after 1660 as central to the politics of the period the first two
chapters of the book explore the varieties of clericalist histories arguing that there
were rival emphases upon regnum or sacerdos as the font of true religion the
remainder of the book examines how radical freethinkers like john toland or the third
earl of shaftesbury set about attacking the corrupt priestcraft of established religion
but also importantly promoted a reforming civil theology

The Oxford History of Poetry in English
2022-04-29

spencer mawby analyses the conflicts between the british government and caribbean
nationalists over regional integration the cold war immigration policy and financial
aid in the decades before jamaica trinidad and the other territories of the anglophone
caribbean became independent
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Catalogue
1871

this examination of republicanism in an anglo american and european context gives
weight not only to the thought of the theorists of republicanism but also to the
practical experience of republican governments in england geneva the netherlands
and venice

The Postmodern
2004-11-15

illustrating the past is a study of the status of visual and verbal media in early modern
english representations of the past it focuses on general attitudes towards visual and
verbal representations of history as well as specific illustrated books produced during
the period through a close examination of the relationship of image to text in light of
contemporary discussions of poetic and aesthetic practice the book demonstrates that
the struggle between the image and the word played a profoundly important role in
england s emergent historical self awareness the opposition between history and
story fact and fiction often tenuous provided a sounding board for deeper conflicts
over the form in which representations might best yield truth from history the
ensuing schism between poets and historians over the proper venue for the lessons of
the past manifested itself on the pages of early modern printed books the discussion
focuses on the word and image relationships in several important illustrated books
printed during the second half of the sixteenth century including holinshed s
chronicles 1577 and foxe s book of martyrs 1563 1570 in the context of contemporary
works on history and poetics such as sir philip sidney s apology for poetry and thomas
blundeville s the true order and method of wryting and reading hystories illustrating
the past specifically answers two important questions concerning the resultant
production of literary and historical texts in the period why did the use of images in
printed histories suddenly become unpopular at the end of the sixteenth century and
what impact did this publishing trend have on writers of literary and historical texts

The Postmodern
199?

the book investigates the political thought of algernon sidney 1623 1683 a historical
character of the english civil wars republic protectorate and rump parliament who
faced his trial and execution during the exclusion crisis in his writings sidney mixed
hugely different traditions of political philosophy the modern natural rights which
were predominant in england in his generation and the republicanism of machiavelli
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this volume will interest researchers in political philosophy history of political
thought and particularly republican theory its contribution to these topics explores
the specificities of a thought that uses the language of natural rights and social
contract and on the other hand the tumults expansion and virtues of the republics

Albany Law Journal
1871

taking the reader into the lived experience of afro caribbean people who call the
watery lowlands of belize home melissa a johnson traces belizean creole peoples
relationships with the plants animals water and soils around them and analyzes how
these relationships intersect with transnational racial assemblages

History After Hitler
2019

the first book length study of the old arcadia as a renaissance pastoral romance
stillman focuses attention on the 27 eclogues that sidney sets within his prose
narrative

The Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken
1992-03-12

theories of the classical and english systems reviewed in relation to the question of
what part government should play in the competitive order

The Oxford university almanack and register
1880

sugar became a social marker that established and reinforced class and gender
differences book jacket

American College and Public School Directory
1897

rediasporization african guyanese kweh kweh examines how african guyanese in new
york city participate in the come to my kwe kwe ritual to facilitate rediasporization
that is the creation of a newer diaspora from an existing one since the fall of 2005
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african guyanese in new york city have celebrated come to my kwe kwe more recently
called kwe kwe night on the friday evening before labor day come to my kwe kwe is a
reenactment of a uniquely african guyanese pre wedding ritual called kweh kweh and
sometimes referred to as karkalay mayan kweh keh and pele a typical traditional
wedding based kweh kweh has approximately ten ritual segments which include the
pouring of libation to welcome or appease the ancestors a procession from the groom
s residence to the bride s residence or central kweh kweh venue the hiding of the
bride and the negotiation of bride price each ritual segment is executed with music
and dance which allow for commentary on conjugal matters such as sex
domestication submissiveness and hard work come to my kwe kwe replicates the
overarching segments of the traditional kweh kweh but a couple male and female
from the audience acts as the bride and groom and props simulate the boundaries of
the traditional performance space such as the gate and the bride s home this book
draws on more than a decade of ethnographic research data and demonstrates how
come to my kwe kwe allows african guyanese americans to negotiate complex
overlapping identities in their new homeland by combining elements from the past
and present and reinterpreting them to facilitate rediasporization and ensure group
survival

Ordering Independence
2012-08-20

Republicanism, Liberty, and Commercial Society,
1649-1776
1994

Illustrating the Past in Early Modern England
2017-07-28

Algernon Sidney Between Modern Natural Rights
and Machiavellian Republicanism
2020-11
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Directory of American Scholars: History.-v. 2.
English, speech & drama.-v. 3. Foreign languages,
linguistics & philosophy.-v. 4. Philosophy, religion
& law
1974

HSC Year 11 Modern History Complete Course
Notes
2020-08

Becoming Creole
2019

Sidney's Poetic Justice
1986

The Theory of Free Competition
2016-11-11

Refined Tastes
2002-03-26

Rediasporization
2020-12-15
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A Popular and Practical Introduction to Law
Studies, and to Every Department of the Legal
Profession, Civil, Criminal, and Ecclesiastic
1846
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